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ABSTRACT 

CPQL is an object-oriented class library which provides persistence and database 

manipulation facilities. The database is defmed, queried, and manipulated in CPQL, a C++ 

class library. CPQL uses a C++ object defmition facility, called the class, to provide data 

encapsulation and inheritance. CPQL provides facilities for creating persistent objects, and 

functions for database query and manipulation. In this project, CPQL facilities for 

persistence and data manipulation are presented, the alternatives considered, and the 

rationale behind the design choices discussed. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

Work in database programming languages represents an approach to integrating 

the technologies and paradigms of programming languages and database management in 

order to address the problem of developing modem data-intensive applications. The 

applications that are driving these efforts tend to have a combinations of the following 

attributes [7, 21]: 

(a) large amounts of complex, shared,concurrently accessed, persistent data 

(b) reliability requirements 

(c) design orientation, e.g., CAD of complex artifacts such as circuits, manufactured 

goods and software 

(d) sophisticated graphical interfaces 

The problems arising from these aspects of software have seldom been addressed 

m full combination, each with its subculture of practitioners, have arisen around 

combination of concerns and aims : database management systems deal reliably with large 

amounts of distributed persistent data; CAD requires special standalone software packages 

(e.g., software engineering environments and VLSI design systems) written in standard 

programming languages with file systems; and object-oriented systems facilitate the 

development of systems with complex data or sophisticated graphical interfaces. A 
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database programming language is meant to be a facility addressing all the aspects of 

performing sophisticated computations over large amounts of complex structures, shared, 

reliable persistent data [ 4, 14]. 

Naturally, most research on large scale problems addresses particular aspects of 

overall problem, and there is no consensus that all aspects of the database programming 

language can or should be addressed in one language. Some of the current objectives of 

database programming language research are [8, 10, 21]: 

(a) adding persistence to the attributes of programming language objects 

(b) integration of object-orientation and database features 

(c) sound and effective layered development methods for database systems 

Some of the above mentioned issues are addressed, specifically persistent storage 

and integration of object-orientation and database features. 

By using the techniques presented in this project, it is possible to define and build 

an object database in CPQL, a C++ class library. The programs will use abstraction to 

defme the database; they will use inheritance to become persistent objects; they will use 

polymorphism to assist in their own persistence [3]. In short, they will be object-oriented 

database programs. 

The pervasive growth of object-oriented programming technology has made it the 

chosen technique for software development in the 1990s, and C++ has experienced similar 

growth. It has become the language of choice for writing object-oriented programs [1]. 
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Persistent objects are one facet of the multi-faceted, object-oriented programmmg 

paradigm, but one that is not supported by the standard C++ programming language [25]. 

'This project adds the persistent ingredient to the C++ object-oriented culture by 

providing support for persistent object database management. 'This is not to imply that 

object-oriented programs have had to get by without database management for all this 

time. To the contrary, traditional database management techniques still work as well as 

they always have, and it is possible to integrate them effectively into object-oriented 

programs. However, the traditional methods do not fully exploit the wealth of expression 

the object-oriented programming brings to a software development project. There are 

several commercial object-oriented database management systems available now as well. 

'This project aims to bring the technology directly to the programmer in a well

documented class library and discussions on the implementation of the persistent object 

database management system and its underlying principles. Chapter 2 describes the 

various techniques that are currently being used ot provide persistence in C++. Chapter 3 

describes in detail the main CPQL features which are implemented. Chapter 4 discusses 

the implementation of CPQL as a C++ class library. Chapter 5 describes the utilization of 

CPQL. Chapter 6 describes the comparison between CPQL and the existing object 

databases and languages. Chapter 7 contains conclusions and suggestions for future 

direction for this work. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

The following sections review some of the earlier work in the area of 

enhancement of basic C++ progranuning language to provide persistent storage, data 

querying and manipulation facilities. 

2.1 C++ and Persistence 

This section discusses how C++ programs store data structures on disk and how 

traditional techniques do not always work with C++ objects in a class inheritance, object-

oriented design. The problems presented here cause programmers to reconsider how they 

think about file and database management [5]. Ultimately these problems must be 

addressed in any design where object persistence is a concern. 

2.1.1 File Input/Output in C++ 

C++ offers a rich environment in which to express abstract data types. The breadth 

of that capability has consequences that influence the way that the data values found in 

objects of the abstract data types are stored and retrieved[ 11]. C++ introduces a new set 

of problems primarily because of all the additional things that can be put in a class. The 

additional features of C++ suggest a solution as well. Inheritance would raise the problem 

of persistence to higher level of abstraction. Consider the design of a Persistent base class 

that would automatically manage all aspects of file I/0 of any derived abstract data class 
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[ 6]. If such a base class was possible and one existed, it would be possible to derive a class 

from it in the manner shown in Fig. 2.1. 

class Employee : public Persistent { 

EmployeeNo emplno; 

String *name; 

Department& dept; 

int promotion_ctr; 

Date *promotions; 

public: 

virtual int SalaryReviewPeriod(); 

} 

Fig. 2.1. A Derived Persistent Class 

This Employee class has several data members: 

(a) an instance of another class, known to the application; 

(b) a pointer to an object of a class taken from a class library; 

(c) a reference to an object of one of the application's classes; 

(d) a count of the number of members in an array; and 

(e) a pointer to the frrst member of an array. 
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To complicate matters, the class has a virtual function, which means that there is 

vptr(virtual function table pointer). Furthermore, the embedded objects might have vptrs 

themselves. 

2.1.2 The Problem with C++ Persistent Objects 

Is it possible to design a Persistent base class that would know how to find all the 

pertinent data members and write them to disk? How would the class know how to 

construct those data members properly to read them back in? How would it know the size 

and location of the data members? How could it understand the application-dependent 

relationship between the promotion_ctr member and the promotions member? How would 

it know to get around the one or more vptrs in the class [13, 15]? 

The answer is, it would not be possible to design such a Persistent base class [3]. 

The following sections examine each of these problems in detail. 

2.1.2.1 The Size of the Object 

Assuming that the object's format is flat structure of data members with none of the 

attendant problem members such as pointers, references, and so on, it might be possible 

to design a Persistent base class that begins like the one in Fig. 2.2. 
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class Persistent { 

fstream objftle; 

public: 

Persistent () 

{ objftle.read (this, sizeof (*this)); } 

virtual -Persistent () 

{ objftle.write (this, sizeof(*this)); } 

} ; 

class Employee : public Persistent { 

I I ... 
} ; 

Fig. 2.2. A Flawed Persistent Base Class 

In theory, a class that wants to be a persistent would derive itself from the 

Persistent base class as shown in Fig. 2.2. The base constructor and destructor functions 

would read and write the object [ 6]. 

There are some obvious flaws in the above scheme. The constructor for a base 

class executes before the constructor for the derived class. Therefore, when the base 

constructor executes, no Employee object exists yet, other than the part that the Employee 

class inherits from the Persistent class. None of the derived class's members have been 

initialized. None of what its constructor contributes to its construction has been done. 

Assuming that the object would eventually somehow identify itself well enough for the 

Persistent class to fmd its disk record address, none of that work is done yet [13]. 

Conversely, a base destructor does not execute until the derived destructor has 

completed. The Persistent destructor executes after the Employee object's destructor has 
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destroyed the Employee data members. There might be nothing left to save to disk. The 

data values may or may not have survived in the object's allocated memory. Everything 

would depend on what the derived destructor does. 

The solution in Fig. 2.2 will rarely work if at all. The program must wait until the 

object is fully constructed before it can read the data members, and it has to write them 

before they are destroyed. Fig. 2.2 is a failed design. The base class in Fig. 2.3 is an 

attempt to correct these flaws [15]. 

class Persistent { 

fstream objfile; 

public: 

void Read() 

{ objfile.read (this, sizeof (*this)); } 

void Write() 

{ objflle.write(this,sizeof (*this)); } 

} 

Fig. 2. 3. A Better but Still Flawed Persistent Base Class 

The Persistent base class in Fig. 2.3 adds Read and Write member functions that 

can be called after the object is constructed and before it is destroyed. Apparently the 

derived class and/or its user must participate in the object's persistence. Merely inheriting 

the behavior of a Persistent base class is not enough. 
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Whether or not the derived class calls Read and Write from its own constructor 

and destructor or the using program calls them while the object is in scope is irrelevant. 

The base class still does not work. 

The base class is using the sizeof operator to specify the size of the object. The 

sizeof operator is not polymotphic. When sizeof is applied to a base class, it returns the 

size of the object of the base class, regardless of whether or not the object is a derived 

class [23]. To solve that problem the Persistent class levies another responsibility on the 

derived class - the derived class must supply its own size. Fig. 2.4 shows that modification 

in place [25]. 

class Persistent { 

fstream objfile; 

int size; 

protected: 

} ; 

Persistent (int sz) 

{ 

siZe= sz; 

objfile.open ("DB", 

ios::in I ios::out I ios::binary); 

} 

void Read() 

{ objfue.read ((char*) this, size); } 

void Write() 

{ objfile.write ((char*) this, size); } 

virtual -Persistent () { objfue.close(); } 

Fig. 2. 4. A Persistent Base Class That Almost Works 
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class Employee : public Persistent { 

I I .... 
public: 

Employee(): Persistent (sizeof (*this)) 

{ Read(); } 

-Employee() 

{Write(); } 

} ; 

Fig. 2. 4. (Continued) 

The Persistent base class in Fig. 2.4 is almost acceptable. The constructor for the 

Employee class provides the size of its own object in the call to the constructor to the 

Persistent class. From that value, the Persistent class now knows the size of the object, 

and it can read and write the correct size [5]. Hit is assumed that the problems yet to be 

discussed cannot occur or that they will not be allowed in a derived class, then the base 

class is capable of reading and writing the data members of objects of the derived class. 

2.1.2.2 Nonpersistent Members 

The issue of object size is resolved, but other problems are still ahead. Fig. 2.4 

gives a hint about the next problem. By blindly reading and writing the entire size of the 

object beginning at its object address, the program reads over the objfile data member that 

defmes the fstream object [13]. Tiris bug will surely cause the input/output operations to 

fail. It is possible to defme the objfile object as static and get it out of the object's data 

space. That would solve the problem if all Persistent objects used the same file, but the 

bug is an indication of ones that the derived classes could have as well. It is possible and 
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probable that a derived class will have objects that should not be read and written. Some 

data variables deal with the run-time context. There could be static variables such as 

input/output handles or user interface window handles that depend on run-time conditions 

and that must not or should not persist beyond a specific instance of the data type. The 

Persistent base class cannot know about these data members in the derived class, and 

therefore, cannot, without cooperation from the derived class, do anything to get around 

them [15]. 

2.1.2.3 Pointers in the Object 

Refer to Fig. 2.1. The derived class has pointers. A Persistent base class cannot 

know anything about these pointers. It has no way of knowing the types of whatever the 

pointers point to. Even though the programmer can look straight at that class definition 

and see clearly what the pointers are, the base class cannot, particularly at run time. C++ is 

simply not that kind of object-oriented language. Such a language might exist, but C++ is 

not one of them [22]. 

Qearly the base class cannot simply write and read the pointers to and from the 

database. The value from one instance of the object is not likely to persist for a subsequent 

instance. The pointers would point into unknown territory. The object that it points to 

might not even have been constructed for the subsequent instance [13]. Besides, the base 

class cannot tell that the data member is a pointer because the base class cannot know 

anything at all about the contents of the derived class [8]. 
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Therefore, something other than the Persistent base class has to decide which data 

members to read and write. 

2.1.2.4 References in the Object 

The class in Fig. 2.1 has a reference to another object. C++ compilers implement 

references as pointers that act as aliases and then manage the pointer de-referencing for 

the programmer. When there is a reference to an object within another object, it can be 

assumed that the data members for the referenced object are somewhere else. Chances are 

the referenced object has not been constructed at the time the referencing object gets read 

back in. The problems are similar to those of pointer but with one more wrinkle -- a 

reference in an object must be initialized by the object's constructor declarator block. To 

instantiate an object that has reference in it, it must already have the reference object in 

scope [18, 24]. A Persistent base class cannot know how to do that. Only a derived class 

or the application that uses it can know where the referenced object is. 

2.1.2.5 Format-Defming Related Objects 

It is possible to assume that the promotions pointer in the class definition in Fig. 

2.1 points to an array of objects and that the promotion_ctr integer is a count of the 

number of objects in that array. This is because the members names and their proximity to 

one another suggest that to be the case. A Persistent class could not infer such 

relationships among the members in the derived class and could not, therefore, do 

anything appropriate with them [ 6]. 
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2.1.2.6 Embedded Objects 

An object that is embedded in the would-be persistent object repeats all of the 

same problems that the persistent object has except that they are not as obvious at frrst 

glance [ 16]. 

2.1.2. 7 Virtual Functions 

The class in Fig. 2.1 includes a virtual function. When a class has virtual functions, 

the compiler builds a table of pointers to the functions to accompany the class. Usually 

only one table exists in memory for the class, and each object of the class has a pointer to 

the table. The pointer in the object called the vptr and the table is called the vbtl. When 

the class has derived class, and the when those derived classes override the virtual 

functions, the compiler puts the overriding function addresses in the vbtl. The C++ 

language manages polymotphism by calling virtual functions this way [1, 11]. 

The presence of a hidden vptr presents another problem for the Persistent base 

class and is another reason why the base class shown in Fig. 2.4 cannot work some of the 

time. If the program writes the full content of the object to a disk file, the image will 

include the vptr. If another program instantiates the object and the base class reads its 

image in from the database, the image will write over the new program's vptr for the 

object with an old, incorrect value. When the program tries to execute one of the virtual 

functions, the system will probably crash [12]. 

2.1.2.8 Copies of Objects 

A persistent object can exist in two places -- in the database and in the memory of 

the computer when a program instantiates it. While the object is in memory, the memory 
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copy represents the object. Any changes that the program makes to the object reflect the 

current state of the object, and the disk copy is -- for the moment at least, out of date and 

unstable. When the object goes out of scope, the persistent database manager returns the 

memory copy to this disk, and everything returns to a stable condition [10]. 

What happens when the program makes two copies of the object? There are 

several ways that this can happen: the program can instantiate more than one copy and 

have both of them in scope at the same time; the program can pass an object by value to 

another function; the program can assign the object to another object of the same class 

[24]. 

To C++, these multiple copies are different objects; but to the application they are 

the same. Employee 123 is Don Bagert, regardless of how many copies of Bagert's 

employee record are in the computer. Now suppose that the program changes the two 

copies in different ways, whichever copy of the object goes out of scope last is the one 

that will prevail, and that is not necessarily the desired effect. 

In the last few sections the problems associated with storing and retrieving objects 

in a persistent object database were discussed. In the following sections some alternative 

solutions to those problems are presented. 

2.1.3 Alternative Solutions 

How is it possible to solve the problems posed in the previous sections? There are 

number of ways to approach the solution. Some of them solve parts of the problem, and 

some solve other parts. Among the alternatives are [5, 6, 7]: 
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1. Use custom ftle input/output methods; 

2. Extend the C++ language; 

3. Writing a C++ preprocessor; 

4. Limit the scope of a persistent class; and 

5. Let the persistent class participate in its own persistence. 

2.1.3.1 Custom File Input/Output Methods 

This first alternative is nothing more than what many C++ programmers have been 

using all along. They forego the idea of a Persistent base class because of difficulties. 

Instead, they write custom file storage and retrieval methods for the persistent classes in 

their design [2]. 

A long time ago, programmers discovered the inherent similarities in the 

requirements for database management across applications. From that discovery grew 

disciplined data models and database management systems that implemented them. Many 

large-scale software systems exists today only because database management tools exist to 

make them possible. It is unthinkable that the software industry would not have hit upon 

what is now obvious -- that the processes of organizing, storing, and retrieving data 

records should be managed by reusable general-purpose systems software [19]. 

2.1.3.2 Extend the C++ Language 

The second alternative is to change the syntax of C++ to include persistence. C++ 

is a formal language undergoing formal defmition by the ANSI C++ standardization 

committee. The committee has charted a course that standardizes the language in ways 
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that conform with the Annotated Reference Manual, and too many influential experts 

rightly assert that persistence is not a language issue. The nature of persistence tends to 

draw the solution closer to the target operating environment, but C++ is a portable 

language [ 1]. 

2.1.3.3 Write a Preprocessor 

C++ can be extended without getting involved with ANSI committee by writing a 

preprocessor program that translates an extended C++ language into correct C++ code. 

Depending on the extent of the translator's support for persistence, the preprocessor 

might need to search all the header files included in the program down to the deepest 

nested level. 'Ibis search ferrets out the formats of the embedded classes to see how to 

save and retrieve their data members [15, 20]. 

2.1.3.4 Limit the Scope of a Persistent Class 

Probably a simple way to get around all the problems is by laying down some 

ground rules for users of the persistent object database system. it can specified that to 

derive from the Persistent class, an object may not use any of the C++ features that cause 

those problems [25]. If the application can get by without the features, then such approach 

might work. However, if limiting a persistent object class to what is easy to implement 

then might as well use one of the relational DBMSs that are already available. 

2.1.3 .5 The Persistent Class Participates in its Own Persistence 

Every problem identified previously points to one undeniable conclusion: the 

intelligence that identifies what can and should be persistent in a class is contained in the 
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class itself. The class must cooperate with the persistent object database management 

system. 

The conclusion is that solutions 3 and 5 look more generic, the following sections 

discuss the subtle differences between the two approaches and makes the comparison from 

viewpoint of the proponents of the two schools of thought. 

2.1.4 Two approaches to adding Persistence to C++ 

Several 00-DBMS designers, Object Design, AT&T, and Texas Instruments, 

have designed and implemented high-level DML interfaces to an 00-DBMS. Several 

others, Objectivity, Versant, and many in-house DBMS efforts at end-user organizations, 

have opted for a lower level interface based on class libraries. This section attempts to 

develop the comparison between the two by looking closely at one example of each: the 

DML binding developed by Object Design (called OQL) and the class library interface 

developed by Versant. The basic difference between the two schools of thought is whether 

persistence should be defined on top of the language, through inheritance from a virtual 

base class ( PfVBC) [3, 13], and persistence defmed at the level of the language, as a 

storage class (PasSC) [8, 9, 15]. 

The approach in all persistence-inherited-from-a-virtual-base-class (PtVBC) 

implementations is to build a base class that defmes virtual functions for creating, deleting, 

and referencing persistent objects. Any class that has persistent instances then includes this 

class in its set of superclasses, and inherits the requisite operations. The implementor of 
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each class must then supply the actual code to implement each of these virtual functions. 

In Versant's Persistent Object Store (POS), these functions are [3]: 

(a) a constructor 

(b) a optional destructor 

(c) a fetch operation that checks to see if the referenced object is already in 

memory, and if not gets it. 

(d) an optional preMemoryRelease function, and 

(e) an optional postFetch operation 

2.1.4.1 Comparison 

The comparison between Object Design's OQL and Versant's Persistent Object 

Store are [3,6,15]: 

(a) Complexity. The programmer needs to code more in case of POS. 

(b) Language modification. OQL requires extensive modification of the C++ 

language by adding a preprocessor, resulting in development of totally new 

language, this could be very expensive. While POS requires addition of only a 

class library thus taking advantage of existing type abstraction in C++. 

(c) Compatibility. POS is fully upward compatible with C++. 

The alternative chosen for the implementation of CPQL is that the persistent class 

must participate in its own persistence. The alternative chosen is similar to that taken by 
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Versant but the way it is implemented is different. In addition the relational model 

techniques namely associative access, and maintenance of relational integrity among 

objects are supported. 
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CHAPTER3 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The main objective of this project is to add persistence and querying capabilities to 

C++ in order to make it more suitable as a object database programming language. This 

will be in the form of a C++ class library where persistent objects participate in their own 

persistence. 

The first objective in this direction is the identification of a method to describe the 

using class's cooperation in a way that is easy for programmers to use. The persistent 

database language, CPQL, must consist of a simple, intuitive, and consistent class library 

interface. There should be minimum number of member functions in the interface, and the 

interface should use features of C++ in an intuitive manner. This objective permeates the 

entire CPQL project. Following are the specific objectives for how the persistent object 

system must work. 

3.1 Associative Access 

When a program creates an object, its identity is its location in the program's 

memory, its address. Certainly, the program knows where it is. When the program is done 

with the object, the database manager must store the object in the database. At that time, 

the creating program has no need to identify the object further. Subsequently, however, 

when the program or another program wants the same object again, the program needs to 

provide some identifying information to the database manager to use to retrieve the object. 
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The address is without meaning then. There must be something about the object that is 

known to the program and that the database manager can use to find it in the database. In 

the traditional database, one of the data members is used to associate the object with its 

position in the database. Objects must therefore be identified by key data member values. 

Each class must therefore have a primary key data member [17, 19]. 

When the persistent object database saves an object, it maintains an index that 

associates key values with their object records in the database. When a subsequent 

program declares an object of the class and specifies the same key value, the persistent 

object database can retrieve the correct associated object. The database must also maintain 

secondary indexes so that the program can retrieve specific objects on the basis of data 

values other than the primary key. 

Associative access is preferred over navigational access, which ass1gns object 

identifications-usually related to the object's logical address in the database. An 

application that uses a navigational database must remember these addresses in order to 

retrieve the objects at a later time. Objects that are related to other objects of other classes 

would similarly use addresses to point to their relatives. Navigational access is one of the 

characteristics that the relational database model strives to eliminate because of the 

inherent instability in its use. When the architecture of a database uses interfue pointers to 

maintain file relationships, the integrity of the whole database is dependent on the 

correctness of those pointers. The relational model uses data element values to form the 

relationships. Pointer chains cannot be broken no such chains exist. Relating object 
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locations and relationships by associating data values is what associative access achieves. 

The approach taken in this project is to use what it can from the relational data model in 

the implementation of an object database. 

3.2 Maintenance of Objects 

CPQL will provide methods for the application to change and delete objects that 

exist in the database [9]. The database is not merely is repository or cache of stray objects. 

The application needs to create objects and specify that they are to be persistent. The 

application needs to retrieve specific persistent objects that were created earlier, change 

their data values, and return the updated objects to the database. The application needs to 

delete specific objects from the database. 

3.3 Object Integrity 

Object integrity means that the database does not store ambiguous objects and that 

it does not seem to retrieve objects that have not previously been stored. The persistent 

object database will indicate when a declared object does not already exist in the database, 

and it will refuse to add an object to the database if another object exists with the same 

key value [18]. 

If the application declares an object and specifies a primary key value that the 

database does not represent in an object record, the database manager will indicate as 

much. The object exists as far as the compiler's run-time process is concerned. There is a 

declared instantiated object of the class. It is a null object, however, containing no data 
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values. The application can ask the object if it exists as a retrieved object, and the object 

will return a negative response. 

If the application attempts to add an object to the database when one already exists 

with the same primary key value, the database manager will refuse to add the object and 

will return a negative response to the add request. 

Maintaining object integrity keeps the database in a stable condition with respect 

to the requirements of the application. There should not be two department records with 

the same department identification. A program should not think it has retrieved an empty 

employee record when no employee record exists with the specified employee 

identification. 

3.4 Class Relationships 

Classes are related to one another in ways that the application manages. The 

relationship is important to the application. Objects of the employee class are related to 

the objects of the department class where the employees work. In a strictly object-oriented 

program, classes can be related by references or pointers in one class to other classes. This 

method works well as long as the objects are memory bound. The references and pointers 

refer to memory addresses. When the objects are in the database, such addresses are not 

usable. When the objects are retrieved by other programs, the addresses are meaningless. 

Some object-oriented database managers assign logical addresses to the persistent objects 

and an index of those addresses to the physical disk addresses. For those addresses to have 
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meaning to an application, the application must relate them to some data values that 

identify the object. 

CPQL will maintain relationships between classes on the basis of the key data 

values themselves rather than on the basis of pointers, and it will maintain the integrity of 

those relationships. If a class includes another class's primary key as a secondary key, the 

classes have an implied relationship. CPQL will not delete an object if other objects that 

are related to it remain, and it will not attempt to relate an object to one that does not 

exist. 

If the application retrieves an employee object and changes its department 

identification to an invalid department, the database manager must not allow the object to 

be returned to the database. What is more, the database manager must notify the 

application that the replacement is not allowed. Without these controls, a database would 

have the potential to become chaotic with records implying relationships that could not 

exist. The database would have lost track of the employee's department assignment. A 

subsequent application program might depend on the presence of department information 

for every employee, and that program would fail when it processed the errant object. 

If the application deleted a department object while there are employee objects 

related to it, the same kind of integrity violation would occur. Therefore, the object 

database manager should not allow an application to delete an object if other objects are 

related to it. 
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3.5 Copies of Objects 

If a program declares multiple memory copies of an object, whether through 

assignment, copy construction, or multiple instances, the database manager should know 

about it. There are several ways to deal with that situation. One solution marks all 

subsequent copies as being read-only. The application cannot change any but the original 

copy. Another solution simply ignores the problem and treats it as a policy matter. 

Programs should not make copies of objects in this approach [18]. A third solution, is to 

apply a C++ idiom called "reference counting" where all such copies are actually 

references to the original. 
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CHAPTER4 

IM:PLEMENTATION OF CPQL 

CPQL is a persistent, object database management system implemented as a C++ 

class library. CPQL achieves the objectives identified in the previous sections. It 

implements a persistent object database with a relatively simple interface to its classes. Its 

data model resembles the relational model in some respects and assumes the properties of 

C++ objects in others. This section and the following sections discuss the implementation 

of CPQL and show how it works. This section describes how to define the classes in a 

CPQL database and how CPQL and the classes coordinate the persistence of objects of 

their own type. The next section discusses how an application program declares and uses 

the persistent objects. It also discusses an alternative where objects can be retrieved by 

address rather than by key values-in effect, using navigational rather than associative 

access. 

Defming a set of related persistent classes is equivalent to building a database 

schema that describes the ftle 's contents. 

4.1 Defining a CPQL Database 

A database is defined by designing classes that represent the persistent objects and 

by designating the key data members of those classes. The persistent object and key 

member classes derive from abstract base classes defmed in the CPQL class library. 

Objects of the persistent class types cooperate in their own persistence by calling CPQL 
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member functions at specific times and providing member functions that CPQL can call to 

perform tasks that require knowledge of the content and format of the persistent object. 

4.1.1 Assigrring Class Identifiers 

C++ does not have type identification. CPQL needs to distinguish types so that it 

can locate objects of each type in the database. Each persistent class must be assigned a 

unique type identification number. These numbers should start at zero and increment by 

one. Each distinct database has its own set of type identifiers starting at zero. The values 

assigned must be constants that are within scope of the constructor functions of the 

classes. If all the identifiers are put in one enumerated type in one header file, they will be 

easier to maintain. Fig. 4.1 is an example of the assignment of class identifiers. 

enum Classldent { 

EMPLOYEE, 

DEPARTMENT, 

PROJECT, 

ASSIGNMENT 

} ; 

Fig. 4.1. Class Identifiers 

4.1.2 Declaring the CPQL Database 

To use persistent objects, a program must declare the persistent object database 

frrst. CPQL includes a class named Database. Each program must declare an object of this 

class for each database. The object must be in scope for as long as the program creates 

and retrieves persistent objects. The address of the object must be available to the 

constructors of the persistent classes. Fig. 4.2 is an example of how a program declares a 

Database database object. 
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Database *personnel; 

void main() 

{ 

personnel = new Database("PERSONNEL"); 

Employee empl( 123 ); 

Department dept(5); 

I I .... 
delete personnel; 

} 

Fig. 4.2 Declaring a CPQL Database 

4.1.3 Defming the Persistent Object Class 

A CPQL object is an instance of a class. The programmer defmes the class, giving 

it attributes that make it persistent in the Database object. CPQL provides the base classes 

and the interface that make it possible. The class manages its own persistence along with 

the behavior it inherits from CPQL. 

4.1.3 .1 Class Defmition 

A persistent class derives from the Persistent abstract base class, which is defined 

by CPQL. At a minimum, the persistent class includes a primary key data member, a 

constructor, a destructor, and two private member functions named Read and Write. Fig. 

4.3 is a Department class, which represents the minimum persistent class along with a 

name data member and member functions in the class interface to set and read the 

department name. 
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class Department: public Persistent { 

DepartmentNo deptno; //primary key 

String name; 

} ; 

void Read(); 

void Write(); 

public: 

Department (int dn = 0); 

-Department(); 

String &Name() { return name;} 
void SetName(String& nm) {name= nm;} 

Fig. 4.3. A Persistent Object 

The Department class in Fig. 4.3 acquires the persistent attribute by deriving from 

the Persistent class. Other than for the base class specification, the only visible things that 

distinguish the Department class from a non-persistent class are the Read and Write 

member functions. The constructor and destructor have a role to play in the class's 

persistence, as well. The following sections address the four basic cooperating member 

functions. 

4.1.3 .2 Persistent Object Constructor 

The constructor has three responsibilities in a persistent class. First, it initializes the 

base Persistent constructor with a reference to the Database database object and the class 

identification value. Second, it initializes the persistent object's primary key data member 

to identify the object. Then, after any custom construction of its own, the constructor calls 
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the LoadObject member function in the Persistent base class. Fig. 4.4 is an example of a 

persistent class constructor function. 

Department: :Department(int dn) : 

Persistent (*personnel, DEPARTMENT), deptno(dn) 

{ 

I I . .. 
Load Object(); 

} 

Fig. 4.4. The Persistent Object Constructor 

Usually, the constructor's custom construction consists of setting the data 

members to null values in case the specified object is not in the database. If other data 

members need special construction, such as allocating memory from the free store, the 

persistent object's Read member function can do it. 

The constructor should call the LoadObject function even if the key data member 

value is null. CPQL uses the first call to LoadObject from a class in a program's execution 

to capture the class's key data member configuration. 

4.1.3 .3 Persistent Object Destructor 

The persistent class destructor has one responsibility. It calls the SaveObject 

member function in the Persistent base class before completing its own destruction. Fig. 

4.5 is an example of a persistent class destructor function. 
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Department:: -Department() 

{ 

} 

SaveObject(); 

I I ... 

Fig. 4.5. The Persistent Object Destructor 

Usually, the SaveObject function call is all that the destructor needs. If any data 

members need further destruction, such as deleting allocated free store memory, the 

persistent class's Write member function can do it. 

4.1.3.4 Read Member Function 

The persistent object's class constructor calls the Persistent base class's 

LoadObject function to locate and read an object from the CPQL database. That function 

in tum calls the derived class's Read function. Read is defined in the Persistent base class 

as a pure virtual function, so all derived classes must include one. 

The Read function reads the data members into the persistent object by calling the 

base class's ReadObject function for each data member. Fig. 4.6 is an example of a 

persistent class's Read function. 

void Department :: Read() 

{ 

} 

int dpno; 

ReadObject( dpno ); 

deptno = DepartmentNo(dpno); 

ReadObject(name ); 

Fig. 4.6. The Read Member Function 
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The Read function calls the base class's ReadObject function once for each data 

member in the object. The ReadObject function accepts a reference to the data member 

and does an physical input operation into the data member. The ReadObject understands 

certain generic data types, such as String and Currency, but it does not understand specific 

ones such as the DepartmentNo object. For that reason, the program uses a local variable 

and then assigns the read value to the object's data member. 

If the object contains variable length fields such as arrays, lists, or data items in 

dynamic free store allocations, the Read function constructs them. To know how many 

array or list elements to construct or how much free store to allocate and, therefore, how 

many data items to read, the Read function first calls ReadObject to get an integer value 

that represents the dimension of the array or the buffer size. The Write function will have 

written that value when the object became persistent. 

4.1.3.5 Write Member Function 

The persistent object's class destructor calls the Persistent base class's SaveObject 

function to save new or changed objects in the CPQL database. That function in tum calls 

the derived class's Write function. Write is defined in the Persistent base class as a pure 

virtual function, so all derived classes must include one. 

The Write function writes the data members from the persistent object by calling 

the base class's Write function for each data member. Fig. 4.7 is an example of a persistent 

class's Write function, which is the reciprocal of the Read function. 
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void Department:: Write() 

{ 

} 

WriteObject(deptno.DeptNo()); 

WriteObject(name ); 

Fig. 4.7. The Write Member Function 

The Write function calls the base class's WriteObject function once for each data 

member in the object. WriteObject understands the format of certain generic data types the 

same way that ReadObject does. 

If the object contains variable length fields such as arrays, lists, or data items in 

dynamic free store allocations, the Write function destroys them after it writes them. To 

tell the CPQL copy of the object how many array or list elements or how much free store 

it contains for a particular data member, the Write function first calls WriteObject to write 

an integer value that represents the dimension. The Read function uses that value to read 

the object into memory when the object is instantiated at some later time. 

4.1.4 Defming Keys 

Fig. 4.9 shows a persistent class definition where the frrst data member is an 

object of the DepartmentNo abstract base class. A comment on that line of code identified 

the data member as the class's primary key. The key data items are derived from the Key 

class, which gives the data item the behavior of a key. Its constructor registers it as a key 

with the Persistent class currently being constructed. 
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4.1.4.1 Building a Key Class 

A key is one of the data members of a persistent class. Its data value can be an 

object of any fixed-length type, but it must be represented in a class derived from the 

CPQL Key class. 

A key's fiXed-length property is critical to its operation. This requirement is levied 

by CPQL's indexing mechanism, the B-tree algorithm, which works with fixed-length key 

values. 

A derived key class specifies its length implicitly the frrst time it writes a key value 

to the index file. CPQL depends on the program to maintain a consistent key length for all 

subsequent reads and writes of key data values of the same key data member for objects of 

the same class. 

Fig. 4.8 is an example of a Key class. 

class DepartmentN o : public Key { 

int deptno; 

int operator> (Key &key) 

{return deptno > ((DepartmentNo &) key).deptno; } 

int operator== (Key &key) 

{return deptno == ((DepartmentNo &) key).deptno; } 

Key& operator= (Key &key); 

void Write(fstream& ndx) 

{ ndx.write((char *) &deptno, sizeof deptno); } 

void Read(fstream& ndx) 

{ ndx.read(( char *) &deptno, sizeof deptno ); } 

Key *Make() { return new DepartmentNo(); } 

Fig. 4.8. A Key Class 
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Bool isNullValue() { return (Bool) (deptno == 0); } 

public: 

DepartmentNo(int dn = 0) { deptno = dn; } 

int DeptNo() { return deptno; } 

void SetDeptNo(int dn) { deptno = dn; } 
}; 

Fig. 4.8.(Continued) 

Fig. 4.8 shows what should be provided in a derived key class. The deptno data 

member represents the data value of the key and is the value by which CPQL will index 

the object. The Key base class defmes the private member functions as pure virtual 

functions, so the derived class must include them. 

4.1.4.2 Overloaded Relational Operators 

The overloaded greater than (>) and equal to ( ==) operator functions logically 

compare the values in two key objects. These functions use the Key class type for the two 

objects to compare, and they permit the CPQL indexing algorithm to order and locator 

keys in the B-tree. 

4.1.4.3 Overloaded Assignment Operator 

The overloaded assignment operator assigns the contents of a derived Key object 

to another one of the same class. 
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4.1.4.4 Read and Write Member Functions 

The Read and Write member functions read and write the key's data values from 

and to a specified fstream object. These functions must always read and write the same 

number of characters for a particular key. 

4.1.4.5 The Make Function 

Every key must provide Make function. It constructs a null object of the derived 

key type with the C++ new operator and returns its address. The key class does not delete 

this construction. CPQL calls the Make function to build empty buffers of the correct size 

into which it reads keys and to identify the key class with respect to the class identification 

of the objects it indexes and the relative position of the key object within the persistent 

class. The callers of Make function handle the delete. 

4.1.4.6 The isNullValue Function 

The isNullV alue function tells CPQL if a key value is null. The meaning of null 

depends on the data members that constitute the key itself, so the persistent class's must 

provide the information. CPQL does not attempt to verify class relationships when the 

relating key value is null. This allows to add objects to the database when two classes are 

mutually related. 

For example, the Employee class might be related to the Department class. An 

employee is assigned to a department. The Department class might be related to the 

Employee class in that each department object has an employee assigned as the manager. 
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4.1.5 Secondary Keys 

The first Key object that the persistent class declares is its primary key. All other 

Key objects are secondary keys. Fig. 4.9 shows a Project class that has two Key objects. 

class Project : public Persistent { 

ProjectNo projno; 

String name; 

EmployeeNo manager; 

int hours_expended; 

void Read(); 

void Write(); 

public: 

}; 

Project(int pmo = 0); 

-Project(); 

void Display(); 

void Display Line(); 

Fig. 4.9. A Persistent Class with Two Keys 

4.1.6 Concatenated Keys 

When the database design calls for the relational equivalent of a connector file, the 

Persistent class will include a concatenated key as its primary key. A concatenated key 

contains two key objects as its data values. Each of them is a primary key to another class 

and is treated as a secondary key to the connector class. The application program can 

retrieve objects based on either key value or the combination of the two. 
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For example, to represent the many-to-many relationship, where employees can 

work on many projects and each project can have many employees working on it, an 

Assignment class similar to Fig. 4.10 could be designed. 

class AssignmentiD : public Key { 

public: 

}; 

II ----- concatenated key 
EmployeeNo emplno; // secondary key 
ProjectNo projno; II secondary key 
II .... 

AssignmentiD(int en= 0, int pn = 0): 

emplno(en), projno(pn) {/*null*/} 
II .... 

class Assignment: public Persistent { 

AssignmentiD assignment; II primary key 
II .... 

public: 

Assignment(int en= 0, int pn = 0); 
}; 

Fig. 4.10. A Class with a Concatenated Key 

4.1. 7 Relating Classes 

Objects in one class are implicitly related to objects in another class by reference. If 

a class has a secondary key of the same derived Key type as the primary key of another 

class, an implicit relationship exists. CPQL also provides facilities to enforce a 

relationship. Fig. 4.11 shows how the a class specifies a relationship by calling the 

Persistent base class's Relate member function within the constructor. 
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class Project : public Persistent { 

public: 

}; 

ProjectNo projno; II primary key 
EmployeeNo manager; // secondary key 
II .... 

Project(int pmo = 0); 
II .... 

Project :: Project(int proj) : 

{ 

} 

Persistent(*personnel, PROJECT), projno(proj) 

manager.Relate(EMPLOYEE); 

hours_expanded = 0; 
LoadObject(); 

Fig. 4.11. Relating Classes 

4.1.8 Multiple-Copy Objects 

As a rule, in-memory copies of objects are not allowed. Making copies of a 

persistent object has its perils. CPQL would not know which copy to save on the database 

when the object goes out of scope. 

There are several ways that a C++ program copies objects. The copy constructor 

and assignment are two. In a third way, the program declares another instance of the same 

object. Rather than allow these processes to make copies of an object, the Persistent class 

must take measures to prevent it. 

For classes where copies are needed, the Persistent class uses the handle/copy 

idiom to implement reference counting. This technique uses a handle class as the one that 

a program declares instance of. The handle class contains a pointer to a copy class, which 
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is the body of the object and which contains all the members. The copy class also contains 

a count of the current number of copies. When the first copy of the class is constructed, 

the constructor uses the new operator to create a new copy object. Each new handle 

object gets the address of the copy object in its pointer, and the counter in the copy object 

gets incremented. When a handle class's destructor runs, it decrements the counter. When 

the counter is zero, the handle class deletes the copy object. The handle class provides the 

copy constructor and overloaded assignment operator. 

CPQL also monitors for the presence of other instances of the object. When it 

senses that a copy is being instantiated, it substitutes the master copy. 

4.1.9 Persistent Objects within Persistent Objects 

When an application always needs an related object, it needs to embed a persistent 

object within another. For example, if Task class derives much of its meaning from the 

Project class with which it is associated, the application fetches the parent Project object 

every time it declares a Task Object. Rather than doing this every time, Project object can 

be embedded in the Task class. Whenever a Task object is declared, the associated Project 

object is automatically declared, too. Fig. 4.12 shows the Task class. 

class Task : public Persistent { 

public: 

Task:No taskno; II the primary key 
String name; 
Project proj; II embedded object 
II .... 

Task (int tno): Persistent (*personnel, TASK), taskno(tno) 

Fig. 4.12. An Embedded Object 
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}; 

{ LoadObject(); } 

-Task() 

{ SaveObject(); } 
II .... 

void Task :: Read{) 
{ 

int tno; 

Read Object( tno ); 

taskno.SetTaskNo(tno ); 

ReadObject(name ); 

int projno; 

ReadObject(projno ); 

proj.SetProjNo(projno ); 
proj.LoadObject(); 
} 

void Task:: Write() 
{ 

} 

WriteObject(taskno.TaskNo()); 

WriteObject(name ); 

WriteObject(proj.ProjNo()); 

Fig. 4.12.(Continued) 

To create a Task object, instantiate it with a task number key that is not in use. 

The default constructor for the Project class will instantiate an empty embedded object. 

When the program determines which project object to associate with the new task, code 

shown in Fig. 4.13 can be used to build the embedded project object in the new task 

object. 
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proj.SetProjNo(projno ); 

proj.LoadObject(); 

Fig. 4.13. Embedding the Object 

If the application might have multiple tasks declared that have the same embedded 

project object, Project class must employ handle/copy idiom to accommodate multiple 

copies of the same object. 

If the application changes the embedded object and wants that change recorded on 

the database, the application must call ChangeObject for the embedded object. Calling 

ChangeObject for the outer object does not automatically call it for any embedded objects. 

4.2 How CPQL Brings it Together 

This section is an overview of how CPQL works with the application's classes to 

make the objects persistent. 

4.2.1 Opening the CPQL Database 

The first thing a program does is declare the Database object just as example in 

Fig. 4.2 does. This declaration opens the database if it exists or creates one if it does not. 

The database is identified by the ftlename provided in the Database declaration. 

4.2.2 Constructing a Persistent Object 

When an persistent object is declared, the sequence of constructors is important to 

how CPQL works. Consider a derived Persistent class such as Project class in Fig. 4.14. 
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class Project : public Persistent { 
ProjectNo projno; II primary key 
EmployeeNo manager; II secondary key 

II .... 

public: 

Project(int pn = 0); 

} ; 

-Project(); 
II .... 

Fig. 4.14. A Persistent Class 

4.2.2.1 The Persistent Base Class 

When an object of the Project class is declared in Fig. 4.14, the frrst constructor 

that executes is the one for the base Persistent class. That constructor initializes the base 

member variables and it initializes a static global Persistent type pointer named thispers to 

point to the object being constructed. 

4.2.2.2 The Keys 

Next comes the Key base class constructor for the ProjectNo object followed by 

the ProjectNo object's constructor. The Key constructor uses the thispers pointer to add 

its key object to a list of keys associated with the persistent object. 

The Key base and EmployeeNo derived constructors execute next in turn, and the 

key appends itself to the list. This sequence is what establishes the ProjectNo object as 

the primary key. Its constructor executes frrst, so it is frrst on the list. 
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4.2.2.3 The Derived Persistent Class 

After all the keys are constructed, the constructor for the derived persistent class 

executes. Fig. 4.15 is an example of that constructor. 

Project :: Project (int proj) : 

Persistent (*personnel, PROJECT), projno(proj) 
{ 

II ..... 

LoadObject(); 
} 

Fig. 4.15. Constructor for a derived Persistent Class 

At a minimum the derived persistent class constructor initializes the primary key 

with a search value, the other data members with null values, and calls the base class's 

LoadObject member function to load the specified object from the database into the data 

members in memory. 

4.2.2.4 The LoadObject Function 

The first thing the LoadObject does is clear the thispers pointer so that any further 

construction of key objects will not try to associate themselves with the object in the 

primary /secondary ranks. 

Load Object next looks to see if the program has already instantiated a copy of the 

object. H so, the function substitutes the existing copy for the one being constructed. This 

works only if the class uses the handle/copy idiom. If the program instantiates a second 
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copy of an object that does not use the idiom, the LoadObject function will not load it 

from the database and will leave an empty object. 

If no copy of the object is already declared, LoadObject uses the primary key value 

that the object's constructor initialized to search for the object in the database. 

If the object exists in the database, LoadObject positions the CPQL file system to 

where the object is stored. LoadObject does not know enough about the object itself to 

load it. This is where the cooperation of the derived persistent class comes in. LoadObject 

calls the derived class's Read function so it can specify the size of each data member and 

the address into which it is read. 

If the object does not exist in the database, LoadObject records that condition in 

the object and returns, assuming that the calling constructor has properly initialized the 

data members to null values. 

4.2.2.5 The Read Function 

The derived class's Read function calls the base class's ReadObject function for 

each data members. Fig. 4.16 is an example of a persistent class's Read function. 

II -------- read a persistent project object 

void Project: :Read() 
{ int pmo, mgr; 

ReadObject(pmo ); II Read the proj # 
projno.SetProjNo(pmo ); II put proj #in obj 
ReadObject(name ); I I read the name 
ReadObject(mgr); II read the mgr's # 
manager.SetEmplNo(mgr); II put the mgr in obj 
ReadObject(hours_expended);} II read hours 

Fig. 4.16. A Persistent Class's Read Function 
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Following the last ReadObject call, the Read function returns the LoadObject 

function, which fmishes up and returns the object's constructor . 

4.2.2.6 The ReadObject Function 

There are several overloaded ReadObject functions, one for each of several data 

types. They all reduce to a common function that has an address and a character count as 

its parameters. That function uses the CPQL file input/output system to read the correct 

number of characters into the specified address. The function assumes that the CPQL file 

system has already been positioned to the correct address. The read operation is not 

direct, however. A CPQL database is organized into fixed-length nodes. Each object 

occupies one or more nodes in a linked thread, depending on the object's length. The 

Read Object function reads data characters by following the object's thread in the file. 

4.2.3 Destroying a Persistent Object 

When a persistent object is destroyed, the sequence of destructors is as important 

as the sequence of constructors was to the object's declaration. Consider the destruction 

of the Project class in Fig. 4.14. 

4.2.3.1 Destroying the Derived Persistent Class 

The frrst destructor executed is the derived class destructor. Fig. 4.17 is the 

destructor for the Project class. 

Project:: -Project(){ 
SaveObject(); 

II ... 
} 

Fig. 4.17. Destructor for a Derived Persistent Class 
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When the destructor begins to execute, nothing in the memory copy of the object 

has been destroyed yet, all the data members are intact. The database copy of the object, if 

one existed, has the same state that it had when the program instantiated the object in 

memory. The destructor calls SaveObject function before it does anything else. 

4.2.3.2 The SaveObject Function 

If the object does not exist on the database when the program instantiated it, and if 

the program has specified that the object is to be added to the database, the object needs 

to be written to the database. Likewise, if the object exists and the program has specified 

that the data members have changed, the object needs to be written. 

The SaveObject function assigns a database address to a new object and its key 

values to the class's indexes. In either case, the SaveObject function releases the database 

file space owned by the object, deletes the key values from the class's indexes, and does 

not call the Write function. 

4.2.3.3 The Write Function 

The derived class's Write function calls the base class's WriteObject function for 

each of the object's data members. The sequence of calls must mimic exactly the sequence 

of ReadObject calls in the Read function. Fig. 4.18 is an example of a persistent class's 

Write function. 
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I I -------- write a persistent project object 

void Project:: Write() 
{ 

} 

WriteObject(projno.ProjNo() ); 
WriteObject(name ); II write name 
WriteObject(manager.EmplNo() ); 
WriteObject(hours_expended); 

I I write proj # 

II write mgr's # 
I I write hours 

Fig. 4.18. A Persistent Class's Write Function 

Following the last WriteObject call, the Write function returns to the SaveObject 

function, which pads and writes the last node owned by the object, finishes up, and returns 

to the object's destructor. 

4.2.3.4 The WriteObject Function 

There are several overloaded WriteObject functions, one for each of several data 

types. The WriteObject function writes data characters by following the object's node 

thread, growing new nodes if necessary. 

4.2.3 .5 Destroying the Keys 

Destructors for the Key objects execute after the derived persistent class's 

destructor, with the derived key destructor executing ahead of its base Key class 

destructor. The base destructor is empty, and CPQL requires nothing from the derived 

constructor. 
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4.2.3.6 Destroying the Persistent Base Class 

The base Persistent class destructor executes last. It cleans up some tables built by 

the base class and returns. The object is now destroyed from within the program and 

properly restored to or deleted from the database, as appropriate. 

4.2.4 Integrity Checks 

AddObject, ChangeObject, and DeleteObject functions tell the Persistent base class 

how to handle the object in the SaveObject process. When those functions are called, they 

decide whether or not the object, as it is configured at that time, maintains or violates class 

relationship integrity. 

The Add Object and ChangeObject functions test each of the secondary keys in the 

object. If the key is related to another persistent class, the functions search the related 

class in the data base for an object that matches that value of the key. If no match is found, 

the functions refuse to set the flags that will tell the SaveObject function to write the 

object to the database when it is being destroyed. 

The DeleteObject function tests to see if any other classes are related to the class 

of the object being deleted. If so, the function searches those classes to see if other objects 

are related to the one being deleted. If so, the function refuses to set the flag that tells 

SaveObject to delete the object. 
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4.3 CPQL File Structure 

The database declared using CPQL consists of two files: the data file, which 

contains the objects; and the index file, which contains key indexes to the objects. The file 

architecture must support: 

(a) variable-length persistent objects; 

(b) indexes into and objects of multiple classes; 

(c) persistent objects that can grow or shrink in length or be deleted between the 

time a program declares one and when the program destroys destroys it; and 

(d) reuse of deleted file space. 

To support these objectives, CPQL uses a system of ftle nodes. 

4.3.1 Nodes 

Both files in the database are managed by an input/output system of fixed length 

file nodes in a thread. A file contains a header record followed by node records. Fig. 4.19 

shows this structure. 

File Header Nodes 

I Highest node I Next Node Data 

I Next deleted node I 

Fig. 4.19. File Header and Node 
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Nodes are addressed logically by node numbers starting with 1. The database 

manager uses the node system two ways. The index files are organized into fixed-length 

nodes, which inherit the behavior of the Node class. The objects are unformatted, variable

length data streams that could extend beyond the boundaries of a node, so they declare 

Node objects and copy their data values into and out of the nodes. 

4.3.1.1 Header record 

The header record contains two node numbers. The fiiSt node number points to the 

first node in a chain of deleted nodes. The second node number points to the highest node 

that has been allocated. Header records are implemented as objects of the FileHeader type. 

4.3.1.2 Node Records 

Each node record is a ftxed-length disk record with a node number at the front of 

the record followed by anything database wants to put into the node. The node number is 

a thread pointer. It points to the next node in a logical node thread. Nodes are 

implemented as objects of the Node type. 

4.3.1.3 Node Threads 

A node thread consists of number of nodes. The database manager maintains a 

pointer to frrst node in the thread. The node pointer at the front of the frrst node points to 

the second node, which points to the third, and so on, until a node is reached that has zero 

is reached that has zero in its node pointer, which marks the end of the thread. 
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4.3.1.4 Deleting Nodes 

When the database is done with a node, it tells the Node class to delete the node. 

1bis action clears the node's data area to zeros and adds it to the deleted node thread, 

which is pointed to by the deleted node pointer in the header record. at first, before any 

nodes have been deleted, the deleted node pointer is zero. when a node is deleted, it 

moves the deleted node pointer from the header into its next node pointer and moves its 

own address into the deleted node pointer in the header. 

4.3.1.5 Allocating Nodes 

When a new node is needed, the database looks frrst at the deleted node pointer in 

the header. If the pointer is nonzero, the database appropriates that node for the new 

usage and writes the next node pointer from the node into the deleted node pointer. 

If the deleted node thread has no nodes, database appropriates a node from the end 

of the file by suing a node number of the highest node allocated as recorded in the file 

header. 

4.3.2 Object File 

The database stores objects in node threads. Each object starts on a node 

boundary. The node number is the object's address. The frrst two integers at that address 

are the class identification of the object and a logical node number, both used in rebuilding 

the index file. The data bytes of the object follow the class identification. 
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If the object's length is greater than that of a node, the object spills over into the 

next node in the thread, continuing that way until the entire object is recorded. The 

balance of the last node in an object's thread is padded with zeros. Fig. 4.20 shows the 

relationship between the index ftle and the object ftle. 

Index Object Nodes 

I Key Value I First Node 1.-..----41 Next Node 1 Class ld 1 NodeO 1 Data J 

I Next Node I Class ld I Node 1 I Data I 

( NULL I Class ld I Node 2 1 Data I 

Fig. 4.20. Index and Object File 

The same physical file of nodes holds all the objects of all the classes in a database. 

Every class can support objects of different sizes and formats, and objects of a class can 

have variable lengths as well. 

4.3.3 Index File 

The database index file contains indexes that associate key values with object node 

addresses in the object file. An index file holds one logical index table for every primary 

and secondary key in the persistent classes. The indexes are implementations of the B-tree 

algoritlun. 
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4.3.3.1 Class Header Tables 

Each class is represented by a table of index header records. The first node in the 

file is the header table for the class that has class identification zero. That node is the first 

of a thread of index header nodes. The second node in the thread is the table for class 

identification one, and so on. 

4.3.3.2 Index Header Records 

Each class header record is a table of index header records. There is an index 

header record for each key in the class. The frrst one is for the primary key, the second 

one is for the flrst secondary key, and so on. 

Each index header contains two data items: the node number of the root node for 

the index and the length in bytes of the index key value. The software assigns the root 

node number when the index is first built, and it extrapolates the key length from the first 

time the key class derived from the base Key class writes a key index from its Write 

function. 
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CHAPTERS 

UTILIZING A CPQL DATABASE 

11ris section explains how programs use the object database. The previous section 

focused on defming a database by designing properly inherited classes. In this section the 

focus is on how to declare persistent objects, manipulate them, and tell CPQL what it 

should do about them. 

5.1 Building a Database 

A new CPQL database is built the frrst time a program declares an object of 

Database type. The String name given to the database becomes the file name for the object 

data and index files with file extensions ".DAT" and ".NDX" assigned when they are 

created. 

The frrst and subsequent declarations of the same Database object open the 

database for use by the program. The database remains open as long as Database object is 

in scope. The address of the object should be known globally so that constructors for the 

persistent object classes can associate themselves with the correct database. 

There can be more than one database open at a time. 

5.2 Managing Persistent Objects 

With an open CPQL database, persistent objects can be added, retrieved, changed, 

and deleted. CPQL maintains the integrity of the interclass relationships, and its actions 

can be monitored in this regard. It is also possible to navigate among the objects of a class 
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and among related objects of different classes. The examples that follow assume the usage 

of Employee class as shown in Fig. 5.1, which assumes that the emplno and deptno data 

members are objects of abstract data types derived from the Key base class and, therefore, 

the primary and secondary key of the class. 

class Employee : public Persistent { 

EmployeeNo emplno; 

DepartmentNo deptno; 
II .... 

public: 

Employee (int en = 0); 

-Employee (); 

DepartmentNo& DeptKey() {return deptno; } 

SetDeptNo (int dpno); 
II ... 

}; 

Fig. 5 .1. Another Persistent Class 

5 .2.1 Retrieving Persistent Objects 

A persistent object can be retrieved by declaring one that exists in the database. 

Fig. 5.2 shows this procedure. 

The empl object in Fig. 5.2 is constructed from the 123 primary key value, which is 

the employee number in this example. The ObjectExists function returns a true value if 

CPQL found a matching object on the database. 
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void f() 

{ 

Employee empl(123); 

} 

if ( empl.ObjectExists()) { 
II--- the object exists 
II .... 

} 

Fig. 5.2. Retrieving a Persistent Object 

5 .2.2 Creating Persistent Objects 

A persistent object is created by first declaring one that does not already exist on 

the database and then telling CPQL to add it to the database. Fig. 5.3 shows this 

procedure. 

The empl object in Fig. 5.3 is constructed from the 123 primary key value, which is 

the employee number in this example. This time, the CPQL does not find a matching 

object, so the program calls the AddObject function to tell CPQL to add the object to the 

database. 

voidf() 
{ 

} 

Employee empl( 123 ); 

if (!empl.ObjectExists()) { 

} 

II ---- the object does not exist 
II---

empl.AddObject(); 

Fig. 5.3. Adding a Persistent Object 
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5 .2.3 Changing Persistent Objects 

To change a persistent object, declare one that exists, change its data values, and 

call the ChangeObject function. Fig. 5.4 is an example of this process. 

voidf() 
{ 

Employee empl( 123 ); 

if (empl.ObjectExists()) { 

II -- the object exists 

II --- (change the data members) ... 

empl.ChangeObject(); 
} 

} 

Fig. 5.4. Changing a Persistent Object 

5 .2.4 Deleting Persistent Objects 

To delete a persistent object, declare one that exists and call the DeleteObject 

function. Fig. 5.5 is an example of this process. 

voidf() 
{ employee empl(123); 

} 

if (empl.ObjectExists()) { 

II--- the object exists 

empl.DeleteObject(); 
} 

Fig. 5.5. Deleting a Persistent Object 
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5.2.5 The Effect of Adds, Changes, and Deletes 

The objects in Fig. 5.3 through 5.5 may continue to process after receiving the 

AddObject, ChangeObject, or DeleteObject messages. The messages tell them to prepare 

to be added, changed, or deleted. The addition, change, or deletion occurs from the 

object's destructor when it calls SaveObject. 

5.2.6 Integrity 

The AddObject, ChangeObject, and DeleteObject functions return true value if 

they will permit the action and false value if they will not. The functions will not permit the 

action if it would violate class integrity. Add Object and ChangeObject will reject an object 

that attempts to relate itself to another object that does not exist on the database. 

DeleteObject will reject the deletion of an object if other objects in the database are still 

related to it. Fig. 5.6 shows how those functions work. 

if (!empl.AddObject()) 

II --- add was rejected 

if (!empl.ChangeObject()) 

II--- change was rejected 

if ( !empl.DeleteObject()) 

II --- delete was rejected 

Fig. 5.6. Maintaining Object Integrity 
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5.3 Navigating the Database 

There are two ways to navigate a database : by associative access, which uses key 

index values to address objects, or by navigational access, which uses the addresses of the 

objects. 

5.3.1 Navigating by Key: Content-Addressable Objects 

This model uses key index values to locate objects. A program can retrieve a 

persistent object by instantiating it with a primary key value. Objects can also be found by 

using the values of secondary keys. 

5.3.1.1 FindObject 

The FindObject function locates an object by using the value assigned by the 

program to a secondary key. Fig. 5.7 shows how it works. 

In this example the program instantiates an Employee object with no specified 

primary key value. The default constructor for the class builds the object with a null key 

value, and CPQL does not, therefore, try to find a matching object in the database. The 

empl object has no meaningful data member values as yet. The program assigns one data 

value, the department number, which in this example, is a secondary key. The program 

now tells the key object to find the persistent object by using its initialized value. The 

FindObject function does the retrieval. 

Employee empl; 

empl.SetDeptNo(1); //initialize the dept# 

empl.DeptKey().FindObject(); 

if (empl.ObjectExists()) {//---at least one object exists} 

Fig. 5.7. Finding an Object with a Secondary Key 
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5.3.1.2 FirstObject and LastObject 

First or last object can be retrieved in a primary or secondary key sequence by 

using the FirstObject and LastObject functions. These functions do not require that you 

initialize the key data value. They retrieve the objects from the front or back of the key 

sequence. Fig. 5.8 is an example of using these functions. 

Employee empl; 

empl.DeptKey().FirstObject(); 

if (empl.ObjectExists()) { 

} 

II --- the object exists 
II ... 

II .... 
empl.DeptKey().LastObject(); 

if (empl.ObjectExists()) { 

} 

I I --- the object exists 
II .... 

Fig. 5.8. Finding the First and Last Object of a Class 

5.3.1.3 NextObject and PreviousObject 

The NextObject and PreviousObject functions return the next, and previous 

sequential objects in the sequence of the key through which they are called, or through the 

primary key if they are called through the persistent object itself. Fig. 5. 9 illustrate their 

use. 
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II---- navigate forward 

Employee empl; 

empl.DeptKey().FirstObject(); 

while ( empl.ObjectExists()) { 

II --- process the object 

empl.DeptKey().NextObject(); 
II ... 

} 

II----- navigate backward 

empl.DeptKey().LastObject(); 

while (empl.ObjectExists()) { 

II --- process the object 

empl.DeptKey().PreviousObject(); 
II .... 

} 

Fig. 5.9. Navigate Forward and Backward 

5.3.1.4 Navigating Among Classes 

Sometimes a program must declare a persistent object and then retrieve, one by 

one, its related objects of another class. For example to report the employees assigned to a 

particular department, Fig. 5.10 shows the code. 

The program in Fig. 5.10 instantiates a Department object that has 321 as its 

primary key value. Next it instantiates an empty Employee object, sets the same 

department number into that object's secondary key, and calls FindObject through the key. 

The program processes that employee object and subsequent employee objects retrieved 

by the NextObject function until either the department number in the next employee object 
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changes or the ObjectExists function returns a false value indicating the end of the 

Employee class's department number key sequence. 

Department dept( 123 ); 

if (dept.ObjectExists()) { 

} 

Employee empl; 

empl.SetDeptNo(3 21 ); 

empl.DeptKey().FindObject(); 

while ( empl.ObjectExists() && 

} 

empl.DeptNo() == dept.DeptNo()) { 
I I .... 

empl.DeptKey().NextObject(); 

Fig. 5.1 0. Navigate Among Classes 

5.3.2 Navigating by Address: Position-Addressable Objects 

Keyed indexes are not always the best solution for database access and navigation. 

Sometimes a persistent object can be retrieved by using some kind of handle that the 

database manager provides when the object is created. 

If the database stores a small number of objects of each class, small enough that 

the application does not need to address them by unique data values, then the objects may 

be keyless. For example, a CAD/CAM database might contain one object of several 

classes. 

CPQL supports the design of a database without keys and the retrieval of objects 

without indexing. 
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5.3.2.1 Designing a Class Without Keys 

A class may not have keys. If no data member is derived from the Key class, then 

the objects are keyless, and can be retrieved by specifying their logical CPQL addresses. 

The class still requires the Read and Write functions, the constructor must call 

LoadObject, and destructor must call SaveObject. 

The keyless class must include a constructor that allows it to be declared with no 

data values, and one that allows it to be declared with an ObjAddr parameter, a type that 

specifies the object's logical CPQL address. Both the constructor requirements may be 

covered by one constructor that uses a default parameter value to set the ObjAddr 

parameter to zero. The constructor's call to LoadObject includes the ObjAddr parameter's 

value as a parameter. Fig. 5.11 is a simple keyless class that stores a text string for an 

application. 

class Text : public Persistent 
{ 

String text; 

void Read() { ReadObject(text); } 

void Write() { WriteObject(text); } 

public: 

} 

Text (ObjAddr objaddr = 0) : Persistent (*db, TEXT) 

{ LoadObject (objaddr); } 

-Text () { SaveObject(); } 

SetText (String& txt) { text =txt; } 

Fig. 5.11 A Keyless Class 
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5.3 .2.2 Creating a Keyless Object 

A keyless object can be created by instantiating it with no initializers, assigning 

some values to its data members and calling AddObject function. There are no integrity 

checks with keyless objects because there are no keys to relate classes. 

The ObjectAddress function returns the address of an object once it has been 

added to the database. Fig. 5.12 creates an object of the Text class. 

voidf() 
{ 

Text txt; 
txt.SetText("Birth of the Cool"); 
txt.AddObject(); 
ObjAddr objadr = txt.ObjectAddress(); 

} 

Fig. 5.12 A Keyless Class 

5.3.2.3 Retrieving by Object Address 

To retrieve a keyless object, instantiate it with its object address as a parameter. 

Fig. 5.13 is an example of retrieving an object by its address. 

The example in Fig. 5.13 assumes that the caller passes the correct object address 

to the function. If CPQL determines that the address does not point to an object of that 

class, it will not call the class's Read function, and ObjectExists, will return false. 

void f(ObjAddr objAdr) 
{ Text txt ( objadr); 

II .... 
} 

Fig. 5.13. Retrieving a Keyless Object 
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5.3.2.4 Navigating by Object Address 

FirstObject, LastObject, NextObject, and PreviousObject functions can be used for 

a keyless class. These functions will navigate the class in the physical sequence in which 

the objects were created. 

5.3.2.5 Updating and Deleting Keyless Objects 

Updating and deleting keyless objects involve retrieving the object to be changed 

or deleted, changing the data members for a change and calling ChangeObject or 

DeleteObject. 

5.3.2.6 Embedding Keyless Persistent Objects 

The outer object uses the object address rather than a key to identify and declare 

the inner object. This means that the outer object must store the inner object's address 

from the Write function and rebuild the inner object from the Read function. Fig. 5.14 is 

an example of a keyless class that includes a keyless embedded persistent object. 

class Manuscript : public Persistent { 

Date prepared; 

Text text; II an embedded keyless persistent object 

void Read(); 

void Write(); 

public: 

Manuscript (Date dp, ObjAddr txtobjadr): 

Persistent(*db, MANUSCRIPT), text(txtobjadr) 

{prepared= dp, LoadObject(); } 

Manuscript (ObjAddr objaddr = 0) : 

Persistent(*db, MANUSCRIPT) 

Fig. 5.14. Embedded Keyless Object 
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{LoadObject(objaddr); } 

-Manuscript() { SaveObject(); } 
II ... 

}; 

void Manuscript :: Read() 
{ 

} 

ReadObject(prepared); 

ObjAddr txtobjaddr; 
Read Object( txtobjaddr); 
text.LoadObject( txtobjaddr ); 

void Manuscript :: Write() 
{ 

WriteObject(prepared); 

WriteObject(text. ObjectAddress() ); 
} 

Fig. 5.14.(Continued) 

The Write function writes the object's data members and the object address of the 

embedded Text object. The Read function calls ReadObject for the object's data members 

and then calls ReadObject to read the object address of the Text embedded object, which 

was instantiated as an empty object by the Manuscript constructor's implied call to the 

Text default constructor. Then the Read function completes the instantiation of the 

embedded object by calling LoadObject through the empty Text object, passing the stored 

object address. 
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5.4 Converting CPQL Databases 

A database designed, implemented, and in use is not necessarily a fixed entity. It 

may necessary to change the format of an existing database. 

5.4.1 Adding Classes 

New classes can be added by using the next available class identification code and 

the database will accept new classes without modification. 

5.4.2 Removing Classes 

To remove a class, all the objects must be deleted and the class identification code 

may be reused if a new class is added later. 

5 .4.3 Adding Data Items to an Existing Class 

New data items may be added to an existing class without converting the database 

if the following conditions are true. First, the data items must be added at the end of the 

series of calls to ReadObject and WriteObject from the Read and Write functions. Second, 

the constructor should initialize the new data items to zero values before it calls 

ReadObject. Third, the new data items should behave appropriately when they have zero 

values. 

The ReadObject function will not read past the last node of an object. The last 

node of an object is padded with zeros. 

The WriteObject function allows new or changed objects to grow to their proper 

lengths. 
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5.4.4 Removing Data Items from an Existing Class 

This requires conversion of the database as described in following sections. 

5.4.5 Adding Keys to an Existing Class 

If an existing data item is being changed to a key, it might not require database 

conversion as long as the data item's physical size and proximity to other data items in the 

class do not change. This process will only require rebuilding indexes. 

5.4.6 Converting the Database 

The changes will probably affect only a small part of the database, perhaps only 

one class. Only that class needs to be converted, and can be done within the database 

itself. To convert for example, Department class, a new class needs to be added with the 

name DepartmentNEW (dummy name for the replacement class). Then a unique class 

identification code needs to be assigned to DepartmentNEW class. The DepartmentNEW 

class needs to be designed to reflect the changes intended for Department class. Next a 

conversion constructor is necessary to convert the Department class to the 

DepartmentNEW class. The conversion program reads all the Department objects, 

converts them to DepartmentNEW objects, and deletes the Department objects. Next the 

DepartmentNew class must be renamed to Department and the class identification code of 

Department must be changed to the one DepartmentNEW class used during conversion. 
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5.5 Rebuilding the Index File 

The weakest link is the integrity between the indexes and the data files. If a system 

error causes an index to point somewhere other than to the object it indexes, the database 

is in a state of disintegration and is unstable. 

5.5 .1 Database Integrity Errors 

These errors usually occur when the system fails while he indexes and objects are 

being changed. Until the changes are completed, the system is unstable. The failure causes 

the instability to remain. The symptom of such instability is the inability of the application 

to retrieve valid and logical objects. Therefore there is necessity for rebuilding of indexes. 

Each database needs to provide its own program to rebuild indexes. 

5.5 .2 Index Rebuilding Program 

Fig. 5.15 illustrates a sample index building program. 

#include "personel.h" II application-specific header 

Database *personnel; 

void main() 
{ 

String dbname("PERSONEL"); 
remove( dbname+String(" .NDX") ); 
personnel= new Parody(dbname); 

ObjectHeader objhdr; 

ObjAddr nd = 1; 

II------- scan all the nodes 

II delete old index ftle 
II open database 

while (nd < personnel->HighestNode()) { 

II--- read the object header for this node 

Fig. 5.15 An Index Rebuilding Program 
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personnel->GetObjectHeader(nd, objhdr); 

II --- object relative node# 0 is 111 node of object 

if (objhdr.ndnbr = 0) { 

II --- rebuild indexes for object 

personnel->Rebuildlndexes(nd); 

II ----- rebuild depending on class type 

switch ( objhdr .classid) { 

Fig. 5.15 (Continued) 

case EMPLOYEE: 
{ 

} 

Employee empl; 

cout << "Empl: "; 

empl.Display(); 

break; 

case DEPARTMENT: 
{ 

} 

Department dept; 

cout << "Dept: "; 

dept. Display(); 

break; 

case PROJECf: 
{ 

} 

Project proj; 

cout << "Proj: "; 

proj.Display(); 

break; 
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} 
} 

nd++· 
' } 

delete personnel; 
} 

Fig. 5.15 (Continued) 

case ASSIGNMENT: 
{ 

} 

default: 

Assignment assgn; 

cout << "Asgn: "; 

assgn.Display(); 

break; 

break; 

The example conversion program in Fig. 5.15 rebuilds the indexes for a database 

that contains objects of four classes. It scans all the nodes from number 1 to the highest 

node used. It reads the object header to see if the node is the frrst node of an object. If so, 

the program calls the Rebuildlndexes function to tell the database to rebuild the indexes to 

point to the current node for the next persistent object instantiated. Then the program 

instantiates an object of whatever type the object header indicates. CPQL and the object 

read the data values from the database through the Read and ReadObject functions 

invoked by the object's constructor. CPQL does not try to find the object from its index 

value because the program told it that it was rebuilding indexes. Instead, it uses the node 

number that the program told it that it was rebuilding indexes. Instead, it uses the node 
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number that the program passed to the Rebuildlndexes function to position the database to 

read the data values. When the object goes out of scope, CPQL rebuilds the object's 

indexes from the data values in the keys. 
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CHAPTER6 

EVALUATION OF CPQL 

CPQL is a class library in C++ which provides support for persistent object 

storage. C++ provides the facilities for data abstraction, polymorphism, inheritance and 

encapsulation. It lacks support for persistent objects, and hence is not directly suitable for 

object-oriented database applications. In order to fulfill this need CPQL was developed. 

CPQL was compared with ONTOS, COP and 0++. COP is a derivative of C and 

was developed for object-oriented database support. 0++ is derivative of C++ and runs 

through a pre-processor where all the data members of derived classes are ferreted out so 

that the base Persistent class can store them appropriately. 

6.1 ONTOS Versus CPQL 

Any description of a persistent object store like CPQL is incomplete without 

providing a comparison with an existing object-oriented database system. The system 

chosen for comparison is ONTOS, a persistent object store for C++ programs. ONTOS 

users write programs in C++ programming language, augmented by operations to open 

the database, start transactions, and so on. A library of C++ classes is predefined, which 

allows programs to invoke operators to create persistent objects, retrieve and store objects 

in a database, and to start and commit transactions [26]. 
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Any ONTOS object which is an instance of the class Object ( or any of its 

subclasses) is a persistent object. Users can create instances of the predefined classes and 

also extend the set of persistent classes at runtime. 

Thus, a typical ONTOS application program defmes a set of (persistent) class 

definitions, makes calls to the operators that have been predefmed or user-defmed class 

definitions, and also activates and deactivates database objects. 

The ONTOS notion of activating an object is the process of transferring it from the 

database into the application program, and hence making it accessible to the C++ 

structures and operators. The effect of this is to bring the object into the main memory and 

to convert the object identifier into a main memory pointer. making subsequent access to 

that object faster. Deactivation is the inverse operation, copying the object from main 

memory to the persistent database. Objects can also be assigned names, and it is through 

their names that most access to objects is made [26]. 

To describe the comparison between ONTOS and CPQL, following features are 

reviewed [26] : 

(a) Data Model Aspects. A vital component of an object-oriented database system 

is the model of data which it embodies. This is examined by defining a simple 

database schema and attempting to execute some simple queries against that 

schema. 
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(b) System Functions. The basic mechanisms provided for data sharing, integrity, 

and recovery are described. 

(c) Implementation considerations. Aspects of the database which affect 

performance of the system are reviewed. 

6.1.1 Data model aspects 

6.1.1.1 ONTOS Perspective 

To develop a database application in ONTOS, the user writes an application 

program in C++, similar to CPQL, including the definition and manipulation of persistent 

C++ classes. ONTOS automatically maintains a unique object identifier for each persistent 

object that is created. Hence, in addition to defining data properties for an object class, 

links between classes can be modeled by referencing the identifiers of other objects. To 

make such a link, one of two possible approaches may be taken : 

6.1.1.1.1 A transparent reference. In most cases, to represent a link between 

objects a transparent reference would be made. This involves a level of indirection, and 

when a user requests access to a referenced object, the system automatically checks to see 

if that object is currently active. If not, it is activated by the system and brought into main 

memory. For example, if a Person object references a Department object representing a 

person being a member of a particular department, a link can be defined using transparent 

reference, or 1Ref, as: 

class Person public: Entity { 

1Ref* inDept; 
} 
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When a user attempts to obtain information about the departtnent of a particular 

Person object, the user does not need to check and see if the appropriate Department 

object has already been activated. The system will perform this check automatically, 

activating the object if necessary. 

Hence, references are most often defmed as pointers to the class TR.ef. When the 

user wishes to access a referenced object, the user must use the function 'binding()' which 

obtains actual pointer to the object referenced. 

In the ONTOS literature, it is recommended that user represent links between 

objects as transparent as they free the user from having to keep track of which objects 

have been 'activated' and which have not. 

6.1.1.1.2. A direct reference. To avoid the overhead of transparent references, a 

direct reference to an object can be made. In this case, when a user activates an object any 

inactive objects which it references are not fetched by the system. Hence, it is the user's 

responsibility to keep track of which objects are currently active. The example of person 

referencing their department would now be written as a direct reference to a Department 

object: 

class Person public : Entity 
{ 

Department * inDept; 

} 
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6.1.1.2 CPQL Perspective 

As described in the previous sections, there are two ways reference objects in 

CPQL. One is based on using keys in objects and the other based on keyless objects. The 

user needs to keep track of which objects are active and which are not. The keyless object 

provide the capability of accessing objects using object address assigned by the database 

manager. 

While CPQL is based on usage of virtual base class to provide persistence, 

ONTOS relies on a pre-processor to provide it the capability to retrieve object 

information. 

6.1.2 Schema representation 

6.1.2.1 ONTOS Perspective 

In ONTOS, for each of the database entity types which is modeled, an appropriate 

persistent C++ class must be defined. For each class, it is given a class name, the parent 

class in the class hierarchy, and a set of attributes. A sample schema is shown in Fig. 6.1. 

For the relationships which hold between the entity types, a number of choices are 

available. Either direct or transparent references can be made. 

6.1.2.1 CPQL Perspective 

In CPQL, the sample schema shown in Fig. 6.1 would be appropriate except for 

addition of Read() and Write() functions, since unlike ONTOS, every object which wants 

to be come persistent must participate in its own persistence. The relationships which hold 

between the entity types, can be expressed using keys or object addresses. 
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class Location : public Entity 
{ 

public: 

char * locationld; 
char * locationN arne; 

virtual int Locld() { return locationld; } 

virtual void Locld(char* newLocationld); 
virtual int LocN arne() { return locationN arne; } 

virtual void LocName(char * newLocationName); 
} ; 

class Document : public Entity 
{ 

int documentld; 

int revisionNo; 

char *title; 

int pubDate; 

char *status; 

char *type; 

char *contents; 

public: 

virtual int Docld() { return documentld; } 

virtual void Docld( char *newDocumentld); 

}; 

class Keyword : public Entity 
{ 

char *keyN arne; 

public: 

virtual int key() {return keyName; } 

virtual void key( char *new Key N arne); 

}; 

Fig. 6.1. An example schema defmition in ONTOS 
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class Person : public Entity 
{ 

int personld; 

char *personN arne; 

int codeProj; 

public: 

virtual int ld() {return personld; } 

virtual void ld(char *newPersonld); 

} ; 

class Group : public Entity 
{ 

int groupld; 

char *groupName; 

public: 

virtual int groupld() {return groupld; } 

virtual void groupld(char *newGroupld); 

}; 

Fig. 6.l.(Continued) 

6.1.3 Manipulating the information base 

Similar to CPQL, ONTOS also lacks a general query language, and so to obtain 

any information from the classes defmed, appropriate operation for each query needs to be 

specified. CPQL provides a number functions to manipulate database as discussed earlier. 

6.1.4 System functions 

ONTOS supports transactions by supplying special functions to start, commit, and 

abort transactions. A pessimistic transaction mechanism is employed, with locking at the 
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object level. Unlike CPQL, ONTOS lacks support for multiple versions of an object. It is 

also pretty inefficient in terms of database recovery. 

CPQL provides multiple versions of an object using Handle/Copy mechanism. It 

also provides good database recovery strategies as discussed earlier. 

6.1.5 Implementation considerations 

6.1.5.1 Architecture 

ONTOS is based on a client/server architecture. This facilitates distribution of the 

object base over a network of machines. 

CPQL is currently single-user object database, though it can be enhanced to 

provide client/server capabilities. 

6.1.5.2 Miscellaneous issues 

A number of other issues are also worth noting : 

(a) The ONTOS system is designed to be used with existing C++ compilers. 

(b) A set of utilities are provided with ONTOS which help in its use and 

administration. The main utilities provided are: 

(i) an interactive browser for examining and modifying the class 

definitions. 

(ii) a set of conunands for altering the physical clustering of objects. 

(iii) a registration facility for defming new users and new nodes. 
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(c) A number of features which are currently lacking or supported minimally in 

ONTOS are: 

(i) database backup and restore facilities. 

(ii) an SQL interface to the object base. 

(iii) support for multiple versions of objects. 

As can be seen from the above discussions that CPQL has most of the features not 

provided by ONTOS but at the same time it lacks some features of ONTOS like 

client/server capabilities, an interactive browser and a command set to alter the physical 

clustering of objects. 

6.2 CPQL Versus COP 

6.2.1 Type Definition 

COP provides facilities for distinguishing various objects in the database by 

providing type defmition [23]. CPQL (and hence C++) lacks this support, but can be easily 

duplicated by using enum structure, to distinguish between various types of objects in the 

database. This helps in run-time identification of objects. 
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6.2.2 Exception Mechanism 

Both C++ and COP provide exception mechanisms; this helps m detecting 

unexpected conditions and mamtains data integrity [23]. 

6.2.3 Iterators 

In most traditional procedural languages, a programmer wishing to examine the 

contents of some type of aggregate, such as a linked list, must be aware of the underlying 

data structure used to implement the aggregate. To allow for strong data abstraction, a 

system must provide mechanism for abstract looping. In COP, this is accomplished 

through the use of an iterator [23]. C++ in general lacks collection classes and iterators, 

but this shortcoming is overcome with the CPQL class library which provides aggregates 

of structures such as linked lists, arrays, and also provides iterators. 

6.2.4 Type Conversion 

Automatic type conversion can be a great boon. C++ supports a rich system of 

type coercion capabilities. Automatic conversions may be generated between different user 

defined types or between user and language defined types. COP provides limited support 

for type coercion beyond the predefmed C conversions. 

6.2.5 Operator Overloading 

Much like type conversions, operator overloading gives tremendous power to the 

programmer. Again, C++ supports a full and rich model for user extendibility. COP only 

provides minimal support for operator overloading. COP only permits pre-defmed 

operators overloading not user defmed functions overloading. 
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6.2.6 Refmement 

Refinement is an addition to inheritance that allows the inherited behavior itself to 

be extended, rather than just adding completely new behavior. Both COP and C++ with 

CPQL provide support for this in terms of changing, adding, deleting existing data items 

and classes in the persistent object store [23]. 

COP is a pre-processor for C, so the pre-processing takes care of finding the 

information about subtypes for appropriate storage [23]. CPQL is a class library in C++ 

which doesn't require a pre-processor, but the object must participate in its own 

persistence. As can be seen from the above comparison, C++ lacks support for database 

capabilities, unlike COP, which is supplemented to some extent by CPQL. So the 

combination C++ and CPQL can overcome most of the shortcomings, while COP lacks 

some capabilities of C++. 

6.3 0++ Versus CPQL 

0++ is based on C++ and requires a pre-processor to convert a 0++ program to a 

C++ program before compilation. It borrows, and extends the object definition model of 

C++. It provides the general purpose and database capabilities. 0++ provides capabilities 

for multiple versions of an object, which C++ lacks. But CPQL provides that capability 

using Handle/Copy idiom. 0++ provides capabilities for persistent objects, where 

persistence is a property of an instance and not of type. It also provides query constructs 

to query the database [12]. The major difference between 0++ and CPQL is that the 

programming effort to make an object persistent in CPQL is greater, because an object 
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should participate in its own persistence. But at the same time a pre-processor might need 

to search all the header files in the program down to the deepest nested level. This search 

would ferret out the fonnats of the embedded classes to see how to save and retrieve their 

data members. The pre-processor approach does not solve problems such as relationship 

between the array element counter and the array pointer discussed earlier in the literature 

survey. 
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CHAPTER? 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This project implemented CPQL, a class library in C++ which provides persistent 

object store capabilities. It provides a programmer with a well-documented class library 

and discussions on the implementation of the persistent object database management 

system and its underlying principles. CPQL was also compared with some existing object 

database systems. As can be seen from these comparisons, no single object database 

system satisfies all the requirements nor do they have the best features. CPQL is an effort 

in the direction of utilizing the best features of all major object databases as well as 

providing some new features. Most of the currently available object databases provide 

minimal support for database recovery, converting databases and object integrity. CPQL 

provides extensive support in terms of database integrity, recovery and conversion. It 

avoids the usage of a pre-processor by letting the object participate in its own persistence. 

One other major achievement of this project is that it lays foundation for future 

enhancements. Summary of Salient Features of CPQL Class Library include 

(a) Adds database capability to C++ in the form of a class library, 

(b) Provides facilities for both keyed and keyless objects. 

(c) Provides capabilities for dynamic change in format of objects in the database. 

(d) Provides container classes and iterators. 

(e) Fast access to objects in database. 
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(f) Supports AT&T C++ standard and can be linked with any major C++ 

compiler. 

(g) Can be integrated with any user-interface (graphical or otherwise). 

(h) Provides Version control for objects. 

(i) Provides support for applications in areas such as VLSI CAD, and CASE. 

Future releases of CPQL class library can have following enhancements to ease its 

use as well as to increase its functionality : 

(a) An object-oriented database query language (Object SQL) to query the object 

database. 

(b) Reduction of progranming effort to make objects persistent using CPQL class 

library by providing an Object Engineering WorkBench. 

(c) Support for distributed applications (client-server capability). 
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Fig. 7.1. Future Direction of CPQL 
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Fig. 7.1 illustrates the possible future of CPQL. As was observed earlier, two 

major drawbacks in the current version of CPQL is the lack of a general pwpose query 

language like SQL and also the programming effort involved in making an object 

persistent is substantial. To overcome these drawbacks, the future versions can have two 

major components in addition to the kernel (CPQL). These capabilities will make this a 

truly object-oriented database system which won't require any programming effort. 
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